Grasshopper 725

Looking for more in-depth information? Our product literature has it all. Simply tell us how you
prefer to view it. Our printed literature provides everything you need, from information to
product specifications and more. Our interactive online literature offers the same detailed
content, plus informative videos, links and more. The Grasshopper Model DT zero-turn riding
lawn mower provides the fuel economy, speed, performance, durability and versatility you need
for year-round profitability to the landscape professional. Perform a wide range of grounds
maintenance tasks with a number of implements that replace the front-mounted deck. Options
and accessories extra. Prices subject to change without notice. See local dealer for complete
pricing and available offers. The feature also adjusts cutting height between 1. All specifications
and information displayed on this Web site are subject to change without notice. The Filter
Minder alerts the operator when airflow is restricted in the air canister on dual-element air
filters. Optional rear discharge shield kit converts 34R Series decks to direct clippings out the
back of the deck for a smooth cut and no windrowing. An optional Air Dam Kit can be installed
along the front edge of most mower decks to minimize dust and dirt escaping from the front of
the mower. Kits available for both left and right sides of cutting decks. Allow for controlled
side-to-side flotation of the deck in rolling terrain for a smooth, even cut. Raises the front of the
deck to maneuver over soft or uneven ground and to clear curbs, trailer ramps and other
obstacles. Lift switch is standard in lever on current models. Kit includes Universal Wiring
Harness and requires lb. Provides additional seating room for larger operators or to
accommodate cell phones or pagers. Requires seat belt extension. The full-view metal cab
keeps moisture out and heat inside to keep the operator comfortable and productive. Standard
electric windshield wiper clears windshield during operation. Powerful LED lights light up your
path. Counterweight required. Multi-channel sprayer combs water pressure between radiator
fins without damage, dislodging packed-in dust and debris that can become an invisible source
of engine overheating. Diamond-plated aluminum canopy is highly resistant to abrasions.
Optional cooling fan and LED light kit increase operator comfort and visibility. Optional premier
suspension seat provides the ultimate in operator comfort. Low-profile seat slides fore and aft
and includes an integrated shock absorber that manually adjusts to operators between â€” lbs.
Control the discharge of the mower deck to avoid putting clippings in flower beds and on
sidewalks. Smooth tread, 13x6. Performs like a pneumatic tire, but without the inconvenience
and downtime associated with flats. Also available for inch deck wheels. Not for use with
PowerVac Collection Systems. Dedicated, extra deep rear-discharge decks deliver revolutionary
performance for applications where keeping clippings off sidewalks, driveways and parking lots
is critical. Optional 22 x Provides consistent hub height to ensure the mower deck produces an
even cut and excellent lateral stability and outstanding operator comfort. The landscaping and
yard are results of much labor and time by my wife and myself. So last year when we decided to
buy a new mower my wife made it very clear which brand of mower we were getting, a
Grasshopper. We had used a Grasshopper several years ago but in the intervening time we had
used other brands. While they got the job done they just weren't the same quality and feel as
the Grasshopper. Ever since we received our new mower we haven't regretted it and we haven't
looked back. The way I look at it anyone can mow their yard but it takes a Grasshopper to
manicure it. Mowing speeds up to Click here for details. Minimal Maintenance Fewer than 10
grease points and easy top-side access to belts and filters 1,hour transmission fluid change
intervals Self-tensioning belts minimize cost and labor on routine maintenance. Built for Long
Life Robotically-welded, high-grade steel construction and I-beam reinforcement for
long-lasting durability Centered-bearing design provides greater load-bearing capacity to easily
handle the weight of operator, fuel and high-capacity collector with reserve strength for curb
shocks and weight shifts Tough-as-nails powder-coated finish is fusion-bonded for chip and
rust resistance. Heavy-duty Deck Extra-deep, 5. Warranty Commercial Use: 3-year unlimited
hours; limited warranty: First two years covering parts and labor; third year covering parts only.
Residential Use: 4-year or hour whichever comes first ; limited warranty covering parts and
labor. Levers automatically return to neutral from either forward or reverse position and are less
strenuous than riding mowers with steering wheels. Tubular 2. Formed double thickness
hardened steel 0. Geometrically engineered design with 7 gauge skirts to withstand the brunt of
commercial mowing. Double bearings greasable from top of deck. Spindle head designed to
eliminate fiber wrap. Spindle cones shield housing and lower bearings from fiber wrap and dirt
ingestion. Maintenance-free gearbox with single Kevlar V-belt and idler arm tensioning. Battery
maintenance-free. Prevents engine start when PTO clutch is engaged or steering levers are in
drive position. Allows operator dismount without engine shutdown only when PTO is
disengaged and steering levers are locked in neutral. Iso-mounted Premium Comfort Seat. True
zero degree, turns within own length with counter-rotating, independently powered drive
wheels. Seat is pivot point. Drive Wheels - Standard 4-ply rated. Drive Wheels â€” Optional 4-ply

rated. Front Wheels â€” All Models. Drive Wheels â€” Standard 4-ply rated. Height Seat Back.
FrontMount Power Unit Wheelbase. FrontMount Power Unit Only uncrated. Filter Minder The
Filter Minder alerts the operator when airflow is restricted in the air canister on dual-element air
filters. Rear Discharge Shield Kit Optional rear discharge shield kit converts 34R Series decks to
direct clippings out the back of the deck for a smooth cut and no windrowing. Air Dam Kit An
optional Air Dam Kit can be installed along the front edge of most mower decks to minimize
dust and dirt escaping from the front of the mower. Full Flotation Deck Inserts Allow for
controlled side-to-side flotation of the deck in rolling terrain for a smooth, even cut. Hydraulic
Deck Lift Raises the front of the deck to maneuver over soft or uneven ground and to clear
curbs, trailer ramps and other obstacles. Wide Seat Conversion Kit Provides additional seating
room for larger operators or to accommodate cell phones or pagers. Radiator Cleaning Wand
Multi-channel sprayer combs water pressure between radiator fins without damage, dislodging
packed-in dust and debris that can become an invisible source of engine overheating. Tail
Wheel Options Dual-fork tail wheels or wide stance single-fork tail wheels. Sunshade Canopy
Aluminum Diamond-plated aluminum canopy is highly resistant to abrasions. Extended
Steering Levers Provides an additional two inches of leg clearance. Premier Suspension Seat.
Side Discharge Control Kit Control the discharge of the mower deck to avoid putting clippings
in flower beds and on sidewalks. Dedicated Rear Discharge Decks Dedicated, extra deep
rear-discharge decks deliver revolutionary performance for applications where keeping
clippings off sidewalks, driveways and parking lots is critical. Easy, Dependable Starts
Optimized fuel injector placement and intelligent sensor pack deliver fuel wherever and
whenever there is a demand for power. No-choke starting, even in cold weather, when engine is
hot or after long periods of storage. Less downtime and maintenance for the life of the engine.
No messy, gummed-up carburetor to clean up or adjust. User-friendly Diagnostics Delphi-based
diagnostics software resolves engine issues with minimal user effort. Operates like the
automotive software used by car dealers to quickly identify issues. Keeps engines in the field
and productivity off the charts. Increased Efficiency More fuel-efficient carbureted engines.
Monitors internal and external factors that can affect engine performance such as fuel grade,
fuel quality, ambient air temperature, altitude and engine conditions. Makes continuous,
automatic adjustments to optimize performance, increase fuel efficiency and extend service life.
Lowest Operating Cost Fast payback on your investment. Forums New posts Search forums.
Media New media New comments Search media. Members Current visitors New profile posts
Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New
posts. Search forums. Log in. How has the weather been in your neck of the woods? Please
Click here to take our Winter Weather Survey, we would appreciate it. JavaScript is disabled.
For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding.
Grasshopper reviews? Location midwest. I can't find much info on the Grasshopper with the
25hp Kubota Liquid Cooled mower. I demoed one the other day with hours on it. It was a mid
90's model. It seemed like a good mower, but I thought I'd see if anyone has any info they can
shed on these mowers and motors. I'm most concerned with hours on the clock - are these
known for going a long time, or is it gonna be a ticking time bomb? I mowed with it for 3 hours
in 90 degree heat and it didn't have any overheating problems, so I took that as a good sign. I'd
only be using it at one jobsite, which it would stay at, and only get about hrs per year. Location
Wa. IMAGE said:. The dealer said it does burn oil. I didn't notice any smoke when running, just a
little puff when starting. Does that mean its gonna blow if they start burning oil? It has a couple
places on it that have cracked and been rewelded, but looks to be in ok condition for the hours.
It has a bagger unit also, a quick dump. The hopper on it must of rusted out, because it was
plated, but it looks very nice like a quality fab shop did it. It also has bald bald tires, all 4. What
do you think it would be worth in "poor" condition. I'd rate it as "fair" condition if the tires were
not all baby butt smooth. Mowingman LawnSite Fanatic. Location Texas. The engine could still
last a long time, as long as you do not let it run out of oil. Those are great engines. All the parts
are still easy to get from Grasshopper. Transmissions could be nearing end of life if they have
been abused. To test transmissions, put mower up against a solid post or beam. With engine at
full throttle, move steering levers slowly to full ahead position. Both tires should spin out. If one
side or the other seems to spin less, or will not spin at all, trans. They are not rebuildable. I used
to be a Grasshopper dealer. They are pretty agressive, but I think they'd work pretty well. Also,
where is the best place to buy blades for the 61" deck? I prefer high lift blades. Also the bagger
unit will be for sale. Its a quick dump, has the power head, and the hopper, just missing the
flexible tube that connects them. Location central IL. Sounds decent overall. I prefer the Kubota
diesel and gas engines, but as long as the drives are tight, you can replace an engine pretty
readily. Good luck with it! I would not use those tires. They will rip a lawn to shreds. You must
log in or register to reply here. Looking for more in-depth information? Our product literature

has it all. Simply tell us how you prefer to view it. Our printed literature provides everything you
need, from information to product specifications and more. Our interactive online literature
offers the same detailed content, plus informative videos, links and more. Designed for
productivity and maximum versatility, the Grasshopper KT zero-turn riding lawn mower delivers
the power and performance needed to handle the demands of daily commercial use. Built-in
quality, comfort and durability make this front-mounted mower a commercial-grade machine
that is popular with residential owners and landscape professionals. Mower decks remove to
accept several grounds maintenance implements. Options and accessories extra. Prices subject
to change without notice. See local dealer for complete pricing and available offers. The feature
also adjusts cutting height between 1. All specifications and information displayed on this Web
site are subject to change without notice. Optional rear discharge shield kit converts 34R Series
decks to direct clippings out the back of the deck for a smooth cut and no windrowing. An
optional Air Dam Kit can be installed along the front edge of most mower decks to minimize
dust and dirt escaping from the front of the mower. Kits available for both left and right sides of
cutting decks. Allow for controlled side-to-side flotation of the deck in rolling terrain for a
smooth, even cut. Raises the front of the deck to maneuver over soft or uneven ground and to
clear curbs, trailer ramps and other obstacles. Lift switch is standard in lever on current
models. Kit includes Universal Wiring Harness and requires lb. The Adjustable Cup Holder locks
into multiple positions to accommodate a wide range of drink sizes. Provides additional seating
room for larger operators or to accommodate cell phones or pagers. Requires seat belt
extension. The full-view metal cab keeps moisture out and heat inside to keep the operator
comfortable and productive. Standard electric windshield wiper clears windshield during
operation. Powerful LED lights light up your path. Counterweight required. Optional premier
suspension seat provides the ultimate in operator comfort. Low-profile seat slides fore and aft
and includes an integrated shock absorber that manually adjusts to operators between â€” lbs.
Diamond-plated aluminum canopy is highly resistant to abrasions. Optional cooling fan and
LED light kit increase operator comfort and visibility. Control the discharge of the mower deck
to avoid putting clippings in flower beds and on sidewalks. Smooth tread, 13x6. Performs like a
pneumatic tire, but without the inconvenience and downtime associated with flats. Not for use
with PowerVac Collection Systems. Dedicated, extra deep rear-discharge decks deliver
revolutionary performance for applications where keeping clippings off sidewalks, driveways
and parking lots is critical. Optional 22 x Provides consistent hub height to ensure the mower
deck produces an even cut and excellent lateral stability and outstanding operator comfort. So
now we share the mowing duties, and truly love our Grasshoppers. The cut was all but useless.
It was with a regular mower. I saw an add for your zero-turn mower, now I do it in about three
hours. The cleaning of the unit is almost effortless. The cut looks professional and the unit is
very easy to maintain. If you want a mower that is easy to take care of and want a professional
cut, no doubt, get a grasshopper. Thank you for my Hopper. Since I purchased it, all of my
friends and neighbors are fascinated with the ease and level of performance of this amazing
machine. One of my neighbors had already purchased a Grasshopper, and after watching mine
perform, another friend and another neighbor are contemplating buying one. This amazing
machine cuts a six acre pasture in one and a half hours, compared to four hours, previously,
with my tractor and Bushhog. On a hot day like the ones we are having this summer, that could
be a life saver. Those are just some of the reasons that my Grasshopper is "So Much Mower.
Mowing speeds up to 9. Click here for details. Minimal Maintenance Fewer than 10 grease points
and easy top-side access to belts and filters 1,hour transmission fluid change intervals
Self-tensioning belts minimize cost and labor on routine maintenance. Built for Long Life
Robotically-welded, high-grade steel construction and I-beam reinforcement for long-lasting
durability Centered-bearing design provides greater load-bearing capacity to easily handle the
weight of operator, fuel and high-capacity collector with reserve strength for curb shocks and
weight shifts Tough-as-nails powder-coated finish is fusion-bonded for chip and rust
resistance. Heavy-duty Deck Extra-deep, 5. Warranty Commercial Use: 3-year unlimited hours;
limited warranty: First two years covering parts and labor; third year covering parts only.
Residential Use: 4-year or hour whichever comes first ; limited warranty covering parts and
labor. Levers automatically return to neutral from either forward or reverse position and are less
strenuous than riding mowers with steering wheels. Tubular 2. Formed double thickness
hardened steel 0. Geometrically engineered design with 7 gauge skirts to withstand the brunt of
commercial mowing. Double bearings greasable from top of deck. Spindle head designed to
eliminate fiber wrap. Spindle cones shield housing and lower bearings from fiber wrap and dirt
ingestion. Maintenance-free gearbox with single Kevlar V-belt and idler arm tensioning. Battery
maintenance-free. Prevents engine start when PTO clutch is engaged or steering levers are in
drive position. Allows operator dismount without engine shutdown only when PTO is

disengaged and steering levers are locked in neutral. Iso-mounted Premium Comfort Seat.
Choke integrated with throttle lever. True zero degree, turns within own length with
counter-rotating, independently powered drive wheels. Seat is pivot point. Drive Wheels Standard 4-ply rated. Drive Wheels â€” Optional 4-ply rated. Front Wheels â€” All Models. Drive
Wheels â€” Standard 4-ply rated. Height Seat Back. FrontMount Power Unit Wheelbase.
FrontMount Power Unit Only uncrated. Rear Discharge Shield Kit Optional rear discharge shield
kit converts 34R Series decks to direct clippings out the back of the deck for a smooth cut and
no windrowing. Air Dam Kit An optional Air Dam Kit can be installed along the front edge of
most mower decks to minimize dust and dirt escaping from the front of the mower. Full
Flotation Deck Inserts Allow for controlled side-to-side flotation of the deck in rolling terrain for
a smooth, even cut. Hydraulic Deck Lift Raises the front of the deck to maneuver over soft or
uneven ground and to clear curbs, trailer ramps and other obstacles. Adjustable Cup Holder
The Adjustable Cup Holder locks into multiple positions to accommodate a wide range of drink
sizes. Wide Seat Conversion Kit Provides additional seating room for larger operators or to
accommodate cell phones or pagers. Tail Wheel Options Dual-fork tail wheels or wide stance
single-fork tail wheels. Premier Suspension Seat. Extended Steering Levers Provides an
additional two inches of leg clearance. Sunshade Canopy Aluminum Diamond-plated aluminum
canopy is highly resistant to abrasions. Side Discharge Control Kit Control the discharge of the
mower deck to avoid putting clippings in flower beds and on sidewalks. Dedicated Rear
Discharge Decks Dedicated, extra deep rear-discharge decks deliver revolutionary performance
for applications where keeping clippings off sidewalks, driveways and parking lots is critical.
Easy,
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Dependable Starts Optimized fuel injector placement and intelligent sensor pack deliver fuel
wherever and whenever there is a demand for power. No-choke starting, even in cold weather,
when engine is hot or after long periods of storage. Less downtime and maintenance for the life
of the engine. No messy, gummed-up carburetor to clean up or adjust. User-friendly Diagnostics
Delphi-based diagnostics software resolves engine issues with minimal user effort. Operates
like the automotive software used by car dealers to quickly identify issues. Keeps engines in the
field and productivity off the charts. Increased Efficiency More fuel-efficient carbureted engines.
Monitors internal and external factors that can affect engine performance such as fuel grade,
fuel quality, ambient air temperature, altitude and engine conditions. Makes continuous,
automatic adjustments to optimize performance, increase fuel efficiency and extend service life.
Lowest Operating Cost Fast payback on your investment.

